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LO AND BEHOLD
BEVERIES OF THE CONNECTED WORLD

IN CINEMAS 28 OCTOBER

LIVE PREMIERE AND Q&A WITH WERNER HERZOG
AND RICHARD AYOADE
THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER, 6pm

BOOK TICKETS: LoAndBeholdFilm.co.uk

GLoucester Road
I wish...I wish...
The Key to My Heart
This Valentine's Day

5 YEARS 0% INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Make Dreams a Reality this Valentine's with up to 5 years 0% interest free credit.
WE'VE HARNESSED THE POWER OF THE UNICORN HORN
The Dead Sea JORDAN

DEAD NEVER FELT SO ALIVE!
Oxygen-rich air, mineral-infused soothing waters and skin-permeating mud - where else would you rather be?

Be here! visitjordan.com
Every day you make 35,000 choices.

One day you’ll have no doubt who to go to for final choice.

How will you know?

Chapters can earn the title by demonstrating their knowledge and solid professional ethics.
WELCOME TO THE UGLYVERSE
There’s nothing beautiful about the laws of nature
The magic of home
From genetic forecasting to winning the Lottery – can science show us how to beat the odds?

Chances are, science can tell us a lot about the perfect bet, sexual attraction, freak accidents and even the random events that led to your own conception. We all know daily life is like a roll of the dice. But just how random is it really? And what are the chances of something extraordinary happening? If the odds against winning the Lottery jackpot are a mindboggling 14 million to one, why do we persist in thinking we’re in with a chance? You and your sibling may have the same parents, but who’s to say if you’ll be like chalk and cheese, or two peas in a pod?

Like the bestselling Nothing before it, Chance again brings together some of New Scientist’s sharpest minds, this time to provide fascinating insights into luck, randomness, risk and probability. From the secrets of coincidence to the science of random number generation and the haphazard decisions of criminal juries, they explore the weird and wonderful world of what we call chance – and help explain what chance really means.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED. YOU HAVE. HOW TO BE AT HOME IN YOUR SELF.

GERAD KITE

FOREWORD BY ANDY PUDDICOMBE, HEADSPACE
Happiness by Design

Finding pleasure and purpose in everyday life

‘Bold and original’
Daniel Kahneman, author of Thinking, Fast and Slow

‘Few books change one’s life; in 48 hours this has improved mine’
Jenni Russell, Sunday Times
The Organized Mind
Thinking Straight in the Age of Information Overload

'DMore insights per page than any other neuroscientist
I know . . . smart, important, exquisitely written'”
Daniel Gilbert, author of Stumbling on Happiness
Stuffocation

Living More With Less

James Wallman
We love

REASONS TO STAY ALIVE

by Matt Haig

“Words, just sometimes, really can set you free.”
REASONS TO STAY ALIVE
Matt Haig

‘Matt Haig is astounding’ STEPHEN FRY

‘A small masterpiece that might even save lives’ JOANNA LUMLEY
The Gorgeous Colouring Book for Grown-Ups
Discover Your Inner Creative
Be your own kind of beautiful
And then there was the word Dust with a capital D as if it wasn't ordinary dust but something special...
Choose your daemon from the 6
Brought to you by YouTube Vlogger Alfie Deyes, The Pointless Book is the ultimate addition to his YouTube channel – a weird and funny video-diary of fun, challenges and nothingness: bake a cake in a mug; take part in a people-watching challenge; create a time capsule; diarise a week of your life, and learn to make origami. Fully illustrated and packed with a host of games, activities and pranks, Alfie invites you to join his online following as he challenges you to complete your journal of pointlessness and do virtually nothing with pride.
“Once in a while right in the middle of an ordinary life, love gives us a fairy tale.”
“Once in a while right in the middle of an ordinary life, love gives us a fairy tale”
amazing grace

philosophy: the great mystery is the great debate: people ask "how" was the universe created, the more important question is "why" was it created at all?'

time in a bottle

miracle worker

philosophy: your eyes are the windows to your soul, not your age. visibly repair the appearance of deep wrinkles and past damage with an advanced anti-aging solution for eyes. witness bright-eyed, ageless results.

miraculous anti-aging retinoid eye repair soin yeux raffermissant réparateur anti-âge miraculeux
15 ml/0.5 fl. oz.

renewed hope in a jar

refreshing & refining moisturizer
soin hydratant rafraîchissant & lissant

philosophy: live with optimism. renew with hope.
60 ml/2 fl. oz.
**philosophy:** there is no greater gift than the present moment, honor it. The same is true for your skin. Unwrap the present to see fine lines, pores and uneven texture virtually disappear, as you celebrate your perfectly primed beauty.

invisible skin perfector & oil-free makeup primer

soin perfecteur invisible & base de maquillage non grasse

60 ml/2 fl. oz.
philosophy: science gives us better skin, inspiration gives us better days.

philosophy: when you renew with hope, wishes come true.

let us grant you three skin wishes all day, every day:

1. refined texture and pores
2. all-day hydration
3. healthy color and glow

91%
of women fell in love with the feel of their skin, and would recommend to a friend. be one of them!
Change.
You can fear it.
Or you can let it happen.
Either way the world is turning.
History is made every day.
Bravery is choosing to move with it.
Using where you’re from as a reason to keep going.
To break new ground.

So take courage.
Hold integrity.
Burn with the spirit of youth and light the way forward.

These are times of change.
And we say move.
Lived among us.
What are the challenges we face when seeking to make deeper disciples?